Past performance has shown that Units are frequently unprepared for the upcoming reregistration process. It is the expectation of the Las Vegas Area Council that completed Unit charters will be ready and submitted at the office early in December.

The ongoing routine of Unit Contacts by Commissioners and making proper entries must be reinforced. It is expected that District Administrative Commissioners actively instruct Unit Commissioners in their duty to recharter all Units on time. Training for this should include all parts of The Unit Service Plan Catalog of Services so that Unit Commissioners have the knowledge, forms and ability to assist their Units. This is a Commissioner Function that has, in the past, been mostly left to District Executives. Many hands will make light work and speed the process. Need help with the training? Assistant Council Commissioners can be used as a valuable resource.

The USP instructs that October and November are set aside for Unit visits with adult leaders to instruct them and assist them in completing the recharter process. Leaders should be shown the current JTE requirements and be led toward making decisions that will allow Units to achieve higher goals. The form must be filled out and signed by the appropriate Unit leaders AND THE UNIT COMMISSIONER; leader training inventory must be checked and additional training completed if necessary. This especially applies to YPT for ALL leaders, both those presently serving and new registrations. NO REGISTRATION SHOULD GET TO THE REGISTRAR WITHOUT CURRENT YPT! This is the leading cause of registration delays and can be stopped by simple record checks prior to submission. Recharter issues regarding funding should be brought to the immediate attention of the District Executive. It is preferred that an individual's YPT training does not expire during the upcoming registration year.

Reregistration Visits are a two-month process. Administrative Commissioners and Unit Commissioners are expected to make UVTS entries for each visit every month and report progress in the notes section.